
David Saulsburg 
	 3/1/93 

1220 McCurley 
Catonsville, MD 21228 

Dear David, 

Not having heard from you since all the illnesses assaulted pia and your family, 

and not knowing kmx why, and with more than enough to keep me more than merely busy,. 

I've noi: written you even though there wore matters about which I thought that perhaps 

I should.", 
In your interest and perhaps in Rick's because he is lustily engaged in a rabid 

insanity with which 41vingstone is doing much harm. 

Whatever else he is doing he has written Mary Ferrell and me outrageous and menacing 

letters. I almost sent you the one, rather the last one he wrote me. I did not because I 

believed that if you were not involved you would not want to be. 

Last evening I was read the frightfully irrational and overtly threatening letter 

he wrote Ferrell about the time he last wrote me. 

She has been and is being treated for the panic attacks she has suffered since then. 

While I have no reason to believe that you are still associated with him he regularly 

'Oasts about two police departments working with him, iialtimore and Dallas, and about ay 
q,11 e 
4co 	State Os Maryland criminal case, 

To now I have done nothing except try to respond to his earlier assa r-l ts and that 

effort having accomplished nothing 	ignored his last menacing and threatening letter. 

The intensity of his irrationality and falsifications in his letter to M errell 

may make it necessary to do something. I do not want to and do not intend it. For one 

thing, if Rick is still a policeman I doubt the departr nt would look with favor on what 

he is involved =A in and Livingstone has 	involved / 

I of course do not want you to suffer. So, I write to ask if you have any current 

or recent involvement. I have no reason to believe you do or that you have recently but 
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I would like to know because it is 1)ossible that Livingstone will leave his victims no 

course other than to defend themselves. 

We hope you are all well again and that all goes well with all of you. 

Dincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


